This paper proposes a novel lattice method of option valuation that is especially suitable to American-style options whose values depend on multiple factors. The key to the method is multidimensional interpolation, which allows using sparse lattices and thus mitigates the curse of 
Introduction
Lattice methods are pervasive in practical option pricing. They are intuitive, conceptually simple and -for one factor models -easy to program.
1 For large number of dimensions, however, they have two important limitations. First, they are subject to the curse of dimensionality: The number of lattice points grows exponentially with dimension. Second, the lattice methods require recombining trees: Descendants of lattice points from the current stage must land on the lattice points of the next stage. This is a headache to program.
To deal with multiple factors, several methods were invented. For example, Boyle (1988) proposes a lattice method with 5 jumps for 2 factor models. Boyle, Evnine & Gibbs (1989) extend it to n−factor models using 2 n jumps. Is there any other way to use lattice methods that preserve their original 1 see classic Cox, Ross & Rubinstein (1979) 2 See also Kamrad & Ritchken (1991) , Madan, Milne & Shefrin (1989) . It is widely believed that the number of lattice points has to grow exponentially for the lattice method to achieve the needed accuracy. To approximate every point in the nine-dimensional hypercube with 10% precision we would need one billion points. With twenty factors, the argument runs, we would need an IBM's fastest supercomputer RS/6000 SP to convince ourselves that the lattice method of pricing is impractical. 3 This argument is well received by many, but it is not true.
Under close inspection, we don't need to approximate every combination of factors, we only need to approximate a payoff function of these factors, a problem that is much easier for certain classes of functions. Option pricing using approximations is not a completely new idea. Recent research has suggested recursive approximations as a means of solving difficulties of the Monte Carlo method in pricing American options (Tilley (1993) , Barraquand & Martineau (1995) , Carriere (1997) , Broadie & Glasserman (1997a) , Broadie & Glasserman (1997b) , Raymar & Zwecher (1997) and Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) ). In these studies, the expected continuation payoff is approximated from the known continuation payoffs of the realized paths. The most flexible approximation methods -local approximation methods -require dividing the state space into "buckets": small regions at which a function is approximated. The random nature of the Monte Carlo grid, however, makes this division into "buckets" cumbersome. For this reason, current variants of the approximate Monte Carlo method either resort to global methods of approximation such as least squares projections or reduce the dimensionality of approximation by using only several statistics of the path. Global methods, however, tend to create interpolation artifacts and reduction methods introduce bias, so they should be avoided. Lattice methods use more regular grids and are therefore more suitable for local approximations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, I formulate the pricing problem, give some background on lattice option pricing and explain why spatial interpolation is useful. Then I explain the details of the algorithm: how to select the lattice, how to set up an approximation scheme, how to choose jumps, and how to construct the pricing measure. Next, I give some numerical illustrations and conclude.
Spatial Interpolation in Option Pricing
The problem is as follows. Let the price of a derivative security depend on N factors that follow a specified diffusion process. The derivative is of the American type and so can be exercised at any time. Assume also that the price of the derivative is not path-dependent. Then by the dynamic replication argument, the value of the derivative satisfies the familiar 4 partial differential equation :
Here f (x, t) is the value of the derivative at time t if the vector of factors is x. One way to solve this equation is to write it in an integral form using a certain measure µ over the space of Brownian motion paths. This is FeynmanKac representation 5 of PDE (1) solution as an integral from a functional of Brownian motion paths:
Here τ is a stopping time and π is the payoff at time τ if the factors are x(τ ).
4 see, for example, Hull (1999) or Wilmott & Howson (1995) .
5 see Kac (1949) or Karatzas & Shreve (1991) .
We can write the Wiener measure µ as a limit over a sequence of time discretizations with certain Gaussian transition probabilities. Then, each of the discrete time problems can be solved recursively through the Bellman equation that relates the current option value to the values at the next time stage:
Here dt is a time interval and d µ(x, y, t) is the probability of transition from x to y consistent with the Wiener measure dµ.
The next step -crucial for our analysis -is to discretize the equation over space. This means choosing a lattice L ⊂ X and a suitable approximation
Here is where difficulties begin. The standard lattice method uses a regular -usually cubic but sometimes icosahedral -dense lattice, and specifies probabilities of transitions from each lattice point to nearby lattice points so as to match the covariance matrix of the continuous process.
In multidimensional situations the number of points in regular lattices is prohibitively large. Therefore we have to use an irregular lattice with large gaps.
Transitions over such a lattice are unlikely to converge uniformly to Brownian motion. So what to do? The solution is to use spatial interpolation as in the following formula:
Here D(x) is a set of point x ′ s descendants that may lie outside of lattice L.
The function f (y, t + dt) is interpolated from the values of f on the lattice 6 points that were obtained in the previous step of recursion. Measure d µ is an approximation to dµ that can be chosen in a uniform way that is independent of the details of lattice geometry.
In summary, the main idea of the method is to separate two functions of the lattice. Usually it is used both for approximating evolution of the stochastic process and for approximating the value function. We use the lattice only for the latter purpose and simulate the stochastic process by computing small clusters of descendent points around each lattice point. This separation of functions is made possible by using the third approximation -the spatial interpolation of values on the descendent points by values on the lattice points. The details of the algorithm are described in the next section.
Algorithm

Outline
Here is the general outline of the algorithm.
1) Generate L, a lattice -possibly irregular -in the factor space.
2) For each point x ∈ L, compute the payoff at the final stage.
3) Begin recursion over t < T. For each point x ∈ L proceed as follows:
, a set of the states that follow x.
c) Compute the maximum of the exercise payoff and a certain discounted average of f (y, t + dt) over all y ∈ D(x).
d) Proceed to the previous t.
Note that as an additional benefit the interpolative lattice method produces option values on all lattice points. In contrast, the standard lattice and Monte
Carlo methods produce option values for only one combination of factors. This benefit is especially useful if there is a need to visualize the dependence of option price on factors, or to compute hedge factors -sensitivities of the option value with respect to factor values.
Example 1 Option on the value of a firm with debt
The algorithm is best illustrated by example. Consider an option on the value of a firm that pays fixed coupons on an outstanding debt. Although between payment dates the value of the firm follows a lognormal diffusion process, the simple binomial model is not going to have recombining branches at the
J is the size of upward jump in stock value, x is the value of the firm, and d is the amount of payment. Intuitively, a debt payment impacts the growth in the value of the firm more if the value is small, and the standard binomial model cannot capture this effect. How do we apply the interpolation method in this situation? Figure 1 illustrates the organization of computations. Lattice points are pictured by white balls and their descendants by black balls. The value of the third-stage white balls is computed by definition. To compute the value of the second-stage white balls, we compute the value of their descendants, the third-stage black balls. We do it by a simple linear approximation from the two 8 neighboring white balls. After the value of the descendants is computed, we compute the value of the white ball as a discounted weighted average using riskneutral probabilities as weights. For example, see how we compute the value at ball A. We find its descendants A 1 and A 2 , and we compute the value of the descendants by a linear approximation from B, C, and D. Then we compute the value of A by taking a discounted average of the values of A 1 and A 2 .
This example illustrates the usefulness of the interpolation method in a simple one-dimensional situation. The real strength of the method, however, is that it extends the simplicity of lattice methods to multidimensional situations.
We should answer, however, the following questions. What are appropriate lattices and interpolation methods? How to compute jumps and pricing measures?
These questions are addressed in Subsections 3.2 -3.5. Subsection 3.6 gives a detailed description of the algorithm and Subsection 3.7 discusses the issues of convergence and stability.
Jumps
Let us postpone the question about the choice of lattice. The pricing operator Φ that maps lattice points to option prices can be factored as a composition of three operators. Diagrammatically,
In words, operator Φ computes prices of the derivative security at stage t using prices at stage t + 1. First, an application of operator J gives the descendants of lattice point x. Operator A computes the prices at the descendants using prices at the nearby lattice points. Finally, pricing measure M averages the prices at the descendants to get the price at lattice point x. We address the determination of operators J, A and M one by one.
The expectations of factor processes are unimportant for pricing so we set them at zero. Let J be the m × n matrix of the logarithms of jumps and P ′ m be m × 1 column of ones. Then matrix J satisfies the following equations:
where V dt is the variance of the continuous process at the interval dt. The first equality is the requirement that expectations be equal to zero and the second one is that the covariance matrix of the discrete process coincide with the covariance matrix of the continuous time process.
Let us construct a solution of these equation. Let J 0 be the following 2n × n matrix:
where 1 n is the n-dimensional identity matrix. Then J 0 satisfies the following equations:
Thus a matrix of jumps that solves (6) and (7) can be written as
where F is an arbitrary n × n matrix that solves F ′ F = V dt. Matrix F can be obtained by Cholesky factorization of V dt. Note that there are other solutions of (6) and (7) that also might be useful.
What we have just exhibited is a construction of a discrete process that has the same mean and covariance statistics as the continuous factor process. According to the Donsker theorem, as the time interval decreases, the discrete time processes generated by these small samples converge weakly to the continuous time process. To use local interpolation methods we need to tessellate space into small domains. The natural way to do it is to use Voronoi or Delaunay tesselations, 11 which are constructions that arise in many problems of computational geometry.
Spatial Interpolation and Tesselations
Voronoi tesselation divides space into polytopes corresponding to the lattice points: x → V (x). The polytopes are defined by the property that for each point inside the polytope V (x), the closest lattice point is x. Delaunay tesselation is a related concept: For each vertex of a Voronoi polytope, the corresponding Delaunay polytope is defined as the convex hull of n lattice points closest to the vertex, where n is the space dimension. In a certain sense, Delaunay tesselation
gives the most well-behaved triangulation for a given collection of vertices.
There are several efficient computer algorithms that provide fast calculation of Voronoi and Delaunay tesselations. (see review article by Aurenhammer (1991)). Geometers actively study the computation of these geometric constructions and has developed both dynamic algorithms that update the tesselation as the number of points increases, and parallel algorithms that use parallel processors to increase computational speed.
Pricing Measure
Pricing measure M can be found from the requirement that the measure correctly price the factors. If the number of jumps is greater than the number of factors, then the pricing measure is not unique. Under some restrictions, however, each of the discrete time measures converges to the unique pricing measure of the continuous process.
Let us introduce some additional notation. First, let J be the matrix of jumps amalgamated by the risk-free interest rate. Precisely, the effect of jump k on factor l can be written as x ′ l = J kl x l , and the effect on the bank account is given by J k,n+1 = 1 + r dt. In the matrix form this action can be written as
where diag(·) is the operator that sends (n+1)-vector of prices x to the diagonal matrix that has x on its main diagonal. Any valid pricing measure must price factors correctly:
Proposition 1 All possible solutions of (9) are given by
where W is an arbitrary matrix such that J ′ W J is nonsingular.
Proof. Clearly, every M that satisfies (10) is a solution of (9). Conversely, each M that satisfies (9) for every x, can be factored as M = P n+1 N, where N solves equation N J = I, and I is the identity operator. The latter equation
Indeed it is sufficient to take such W that for any x ∈ ker N it is true that J ′ W x = 0.
The following example illustrates the solution from Proposition 10 by applying it to the standard lattice method.
Example 2 Cox-Ross-Rubinstein model
The Cox-Ross-Rubinstein binomial model has one factor and two jumps.
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Matrix J can be written as
where u and d are up and down jumps and 1 + r is the risk-free rate per period.
Then it is easy to compute from (10) that for any W :
which is the familiar pricing measure for one step of the standard binomial model.
Lattice
How do we choose the lattice? It can be chosen as either a regular lattice, in which every point is a linear combination of basis vectors with integral coefficients, or as irregular lattice when the sum of two lattice points does not necessarily belong to the lattice.
The disadvantage of the irregular sequences is the difficulty of calculation of Delaunay tesselations. As mentioned earlier, however, the computations have become easier with the advent of the modern adaptive and parallel methods.
What is good about the irregular lattices is that they have both a controllable rate of growth in the number of points, and a controllable placement of points.
Evident candidates in good lattices are low discrepancy sequences -sequences of points with a relatively small number of elements that cover the hypercube uniformly (see Niederreiter (1992) ). Because of their uniformity, low discrepancy sequences are good for the interpolation of many classes of functions.
Specific Algorithm
To recapitulate, the specific algorithm is as follows. First, cover a unit hypercube by a quasi-random sequence. Adjust the sequence so that more weight is given to a point that will correspond to the current combination of factors. For 
Convergence and Stability
The convergence and stability of the algorithm crucially depend on the question whether the approximation errors tend to amplify during the iteration. If amplification takes place, the algorithm is unstable and cannot converge. Fortunately, the following proposition shows that this situation can always be avoided..
Fix an equicontinuous family of functions F and let both the true and approximated value functions be in F for any period t. Let us also denote as ∆ a parameter of triangulation that measures its refinement. For example we can take the maximal diameter of a symplex as ∆. Assume that interpolation mistakes can be made arbitrarily small uniformly over the domain of approximation and over all functions in F by decreasing ∆. Let N denote the number of time steps.
Proposition 2 For each positive ε we can find such ∆ and N that the mistake of option valuation is less than ε.
Proof. Let us evaluate mistakes that arise during one iteration step. Let f t be the true value function, and f t its approximation at stage t. By inductive assumption f t is close to f t on lattice points, and since interpolation is uniformly good and F is equicontinous, |f t − f t | < ε t everywhere. Then Proof. From (10) it follows that
The last column of J is (1 + r dt) P ′ m . Restricting attention to this column, we get the conclusion of the lemma:
Lemma 2 Proof. For convenience of exposition let us slightly abuse the notation.
From this moment forward, let J be the matrix of logarithms of jumps defined earlier with an additional column that consists of risk-free returns rdt. Thus the size of J is m × (n + 1).This new notation is useful because
where exp means componentwise exponentiation. Since J is small for sufficiently fine time discretization, we can approximate the exponential function by a linear function. Using this, in the first approximation,
Consider the following matrix:
Because of (15) and (10), matrix Z is close to a matrix that is just M repeated m times
Thus our claim will be proved if we show that for a sufficiently large number of time steps each entry in matrix Z is greater than a positive number.
To prove this, note that Z is the operator of projection on the space spanned by columns of J. Each column in J is a sum of the unit vector P ′ m and a column in J. The latter is small and, therefore, the operator of projection on the hyperplane spanned by columns of J is close to the operator of projection on the subspace spanned by the unit vector. The latter operator can be computed explicitly, so that
Thus
from which the conclusion of the lemma follows.
Proposition 1 assures us that as we refine our space and time approximation, the algorithm converges to the true option value. An important topic for future research is how the spatial and temporal rates of refinement should be related to ensure convergence. Indeed, if the refinement of the spacial approximation is fixed, then an increase in time frequency will lead to the accumulation of interpolation errors and may eventually prevent convergence. On the other hand, the time frequency imposes a bound on the precision of the algorithm that no increase in space approximation refinement can break. It follows that there is an optimal combination of the growth in refinement of time and space approximation.
Application
The main goal of this section is to show that the method described above is a viable alternative to approximate Monte Carlo methods. It demonstrates this by computing values of rainbow options. These securities have the following payoff structure:
For example, the put option on the minimum of several assets has
This set of securities is a convenient benchmark for testing a pricing method because it was extensively studied in the literature. For the case of European puts on the minimum or the maximum there are analytic formulas derived by Stulz (1982) and Johnson (1987) . The American put on the minimum of two assets is priced in Boyle (1988) by a variant of the multinomial lattice method. Boyle et al. (1989) give the results of a lattice method for threedimensional European puts. Broadie-Glasserman, Raymar & Zwecher (1997) , Broadie, Glasserman & Gain (1997) , and Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) use twoand five-dimensional options as a benchmark for their Monte Carlo simulation methods. Table 2 shows the results of ILM application to valuation of various put options on three assets. The parameters are as in Boyle et al. (1989) but since the results in Boyle et al. (1989) apparently contain a mistake, the results obtained by the Monte-Carlo method are used as a benchmark. 6 The results for European options is generally in good agreement with the Monte-Carlo results with difference less than 5% of the option value.
6 The Monte Carlo method has been tested on 2-dimensional options from Boyle (1988) , and the results have been found in remarkable agreement with the results of Boyle (1988) .
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This paper proposes a novel variant of the multidimensional lattice methods, which is easy to apply to many examples of derivative securities. The internal simplicity of the method should be appealing to practitioners, and the idea that the approximations to the payoff function of the derivative and to the stochastic process can be separated contributes to the theory of the derivative valuation. Surprisingly, spatial interpolation and Delaunay tesselations happen to be germane concepts in option pricing. 
